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Editorial
This special issue consists of full versions of selected contributions on graph theory and algorithms presented at the
29th Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science MFCS 2004 held in Prague, Czech Republic,
from 22 to 27 August 2004. MFCS has a longstanding reputation of presenting high-quality research in all branches
of theoretical computer science and thus offering an opportunity to researchers from diverse areas to meet and present
their results to a general audience.
The conference program consisted of 60 contributed papers selected by the Program Committee from a total of
167 submissions. We have selected 12 papers to form this issue, representing the most recent progress in the areas of
algorithmic graph theory, approximations, and applications. All of the papers have been duly refereed and have been
revised to the journal’s high-quality standards. A companion special issue of Theoretical Computer Science contains
selected papers on general complexity theory, automata theory, theory of formal languages, and combinatorics on
words.
An efﬁcient algorithm for fractional cycle packing in directed graphs is presented by Nutov andYuster in “Packing
directed cycles efﬁciently”, a paper that exploits Szemerédi’s regularity lemma. A graph elimination paradigm called
parallel knock-out scheme is considered by Broersma, Fomin, Královicˇ, and Woeginger in “Eliminating graphs by
means of parallel knock-out schemes”. Questions related to Ulam’s conjecture are studied from the computational
complexity point of view by Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, Radziszowski, and Tripathi in “Complexity results in
graph reconstruction”. Online algorithms for a special class of geometric intersection graphs are the main topic of
“Randomized online algorithms and lower bounds for computing large independent sets in disk graphs” by Caragiannis,
Fishkin, Kaklamanis, and Papaioannou.
Several papers are devoted to networks from different points of view. In “Enumerating disjunctions and conjunc-
tions of paths and cuts in reliability theory” by Khachiyan, Boros, Elbassioni, Gurvich, and Makino, the authors
derive complexity results on counting cuts and paths in networks. “Agent-based randomized broadcasting in large
networks” by Elsässer, Lorenz, and Sauerwald is motivated by software engineering questions generalizing object-
oriented programming. Baumann and Köhler study classical ﬂows in networks in “Approximating earliest arrival ﬂows
with ﬂow-dependent transit times”.
The last-mentioned paper could also be listed in the group devoted to approximation algorithms and schemes.
The others are “Minimum 2SAT-DELETION: inapproximability results and relations to Minimum Vertex Cover”
by Chlebík and Chlebíková, dealing with Satisﬁability as one of the basic computational problems; “Polynomial
time approximation schemes and parameterized complexity” by Chen, Huang, Kanj, and Xia, a paper that proves a
strong result relating efﬁcient approximability to ﬁxed parameter tractability; and “Approximating Boolean functions
by OBDDs”, by Gronemeier, a paper presenting asymptotically tight bounds on approximations of certain Boolean
functions.
The last two papers represent applications of combinatorial approach. Game theory is the topic of “A combinatorial
strongly subexponential strategy improvement algorithm for mean payoff games”, by Björklund and Vorobyov, where
the ﬁrst subexponential algorithm for certain type of games builds up on graph theoretical results. An excursion into
the modern ﬁeld of bioinformatics is “Protein folding in the HP model on grid lattices with diagonals” by Böckenhauer
and Bongartz.
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We hope that the reader will appreciate the diversity of the papers included in this special issue that documents
the importance of discrete mathematics and its methods for various ﬁelds of pure and applied science. We gladly
acknowledge support from the Institute for Theoretical Computer Science of Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of
Charles University in Prague (ITI project 1M0021620808) and Research project of the Ministry of Education of the
Czech republic (MSM0021620838) during preparation of the special issue and organization of the symposium.
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